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Visual RM for Business
iRise Manager is an easy-to-use Requirements Management (RM) solution used
by business people to document, manage, trace and validate requirements in the
context of application simulations. For the ﬁrst time, the power of application
visualization is now integrated with comprehensive RM– taking the risk out of
complex software projects and building conﬁdence that the right application will
get delivered on time, on budget and with all the features needed to succeed.

Detailed business requirements
can be logged and tracked within
the context of visual simulations.
Traditional RM tools are great for managing and controlling
complex lists of text-based requirements, but have not eliminated
the endemic project failures that have plagued IT organizations
for decades. Without associating requirements directly to visual
representations of the application, it’s impossible to know if you
have the right requirements in the ﬁrst place. And these tools were
designed for engineers and developers, not for business people,
making them extremely hard to learn and master.
iRise Manager solves this problem by putting comprehensive RM
capabilities and control directly in the hands of the business. By
linking text requirements directly to high-ﬁdelity simulations of
the proposed application, iRise Manager dramatically reduces the
risk of requirements miscommunication, which eliminates rework,
reduces requirements cycle time and ensures projects ﬁnish on
time . The ‘business friendly’ interface to iRise Manager is easy
to learn, yet powerful enough to tackle even the most complex
application projects.

Beneﬁts:
·

Reduces risk of
miscommunication through
comprehensive requirements
control linked to visual
simulations

·

Speeds change control with
traceability & reporting

·

Maintains compliance with
audit trails

·

Speeds requirements cycle
time with collaboration

·

Cuts wasted eﬀort by
reporting on orphan
requirements

Fully integrated with the iRise simulation solution, and running completely within
a Web browser, iRise Manager provides all the control and functionality needed for
managing the complex set of requirements that make up today’s business systems:

Audit Trails
Audit trails provide an unambiguous
means for requirements compliance
throughout the software development
life cycle. Now you can track when a
change is made to a requirement, who
made it, and why.

Requirements logging
Detailed text
requirements
can be linked to
speciﬁc projects,
users, versions
and simulations,
making change
control a snap.

Traceability
The ability to link requirements to
each other clariﬁes relationships
and dependencies, eliminating
potential confusion around conﬂicting
requirements.

Communications
iRise Manager includes a convenient dashboard
that shows urgent tasks, a blog that simpliﬁes and
encourages communication among participants
and the ability to
email contributors
and stakeholders
any late-breaking
impacts and
updates, speeding
consensus on what
to build.

Control
A central repository, customizable ﬁlters for singling out
speciﬁc requirements, full historical views and the ability
to add ﬁles as attachments gives business people the
ultimate in requirements control.

Reporting
Impact analysis and orphan
reports provide quick summaries
of critical items inside the
complete requirement inventory,
quickly identifying areas of
concern.

To view an online demo of the
iRise solution, please go to:
http://www.irise.com/demo

“Managing requirements in connection
with a working simulation just makes
sense. Finally, my team controls all the
requirements before we send it to out
for development.”
–
VP, eBusiness Solutions
Healthcare Provider
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